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Abstract
Purpose
To determine whether a correlation exists
between the term “good” on the
summative, comparative assessment of a
student’s Medical Student Performance
Evaluation (MSPE) and his or her actual
performance in medical school.

consistency among institutions regarding
the percentile ranking denoted by
“good,” they dichotomized the data into
students below and above the bottom
25th percentile. They analyzed the data
using a nonparametric test because of
their nonnormal distribution.

Method
The authors reviewed the MSPEs
submitted to three residency programs to
determine the presence of the term
“good” in either the summary paragraph
or the appendices. Next, they noted, for
institutions using “good,” the percentile
rankings of those students who received
“good” as a descriptor. To examine the

Results
The authors collected MSPEs from 122 of
the 125 Liaison Committee on Medical
Education–accredited medical schools
that were graduating students in 2008.
Of these 122 institutions, 34 (28%) used
the term “good.” All 34 institutions used
the term to characterize students in the
bottom 50% of the graduating class. The

E

ach year, residency program directors
throughout the United States seek to fill
their open positions with the most highly
qualified applicants. Program directors
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have both subjective and objective data to
guide them in their decision-making
process. The data currently available to
compare and contrast potential residents
include clinical grades, United States
Medical Licensing Examination scores,
and the dean’s letter or Medical Student
Performance Evaluation (MSPE).
The MSPE is designed to present an
objective report of the medical student’s
performance during both the preclinical
and clinical years. Historically, the
content of these evaluations has been
highly variable and selectively
laudatory.1–3 In 1989, the Association of
American Medical Colleges (AAMC)
proposed guidelines for standardizing the
content of these letters, including the
insertion of “comparative performance
data” to allow program directors to better
weigh differences among potential
candidates.1 In addition, the AAMC
states explicitly that the MSPE is to be a
letter of evaluation—not a letter of
recommendation. In 2002, the AAMC
updated the guidelines by recommending
that the MSPE include six distinct
sections: Identifying Information, Unique
Characteristics, Academic History,
Academic Progress, Summary Statement,
and Appendices.2 The summary
statement should contain “a summative
assessment of the student’s comparative
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authors found a significant difference in
the percentile ranking of students
described as “good” between
institutions using it to describe the
bottom 25% and institutions using the
term to describe those in the 25th to
50th percentiles (median ranking of
12.5% versus 30%, P ⬍ .0001).
Conclusions
Overall, the term “good” in the MSPE
describes students in the bottom 50% of
the class; therefore, the term “good,” as
used to describe performance in medical
school, consistently indicates belowaverage performance.

performance during medical school
relative to his or her peers.” In this
section, medical schools often use
descriptive adjectives, such as “excellent,”
“outstanding,” or “good,” to summarize
a student’s performance.
Despite the development of these
guidelines, previous investigators have
noted wide variability in the content and
structure of the MSPE as well as a
continuing tendency to present students
in only a positive light. Shea and
colleagues2 noted that in 2005, three years
after the most current AAMC
recommendations, only 75% of MSPEs
were, considering the guidelines,
“adequate.” Furthermore, wide variation
exists in the students described by the
same descriptor at different institutions;
for example, researchers recently found
that 75% of the schools in their sample
used the word “excellent” in MSPEs and
that the variance in performance of
students whose MSPEs included the word
“excellent” ranged from the 3rd to the
97th percentile of the graduating class.3
This variability can present a challenge
for residency directors who desire to use
MSPEs to assess the caliber and potential
of their applicants.
We undertook this study to determine
whether a correlation exists between the
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term “good” on the summative
assessment of a student’s MSPE and his
or her actual performance in medical
school. We hypothesized that on MSPEs,
the term “good” would indicate students
with below-average academic
performance. To test our hypothesis, we
documented the frequency of the term
“good” in MSPEs and the percentile
ranking of students whose MSPEs
included the term.
Method

The Mayo Clinic institutional review
board deemed this study exempt.
Study design
The MSPEs submitted by Liaison
Committee on Medical Education
(LCME)-accredited medical schools
through the Electronic Residency
Application Service (ERAS) during the
application year 2008 –2009 were
reviewed by two abstractors (a faculty
member [E.P.H.] and the chief resident
[C.S.K.]) for the presence of the term
“good” in the summary statement. If
“good” was not present in the summary
statement, the abstractors examined the
accompanying appendices to see whether
a category entitled “good” was present in
the explanation of student rankings (the
appendices, one of the six sections of the
MSPE, contain a graphic representation
of a student’s performance relative to his
or her classmates). Abstractors received
one hour of training in the navigation of
ERAS and MSPEs. The training
emphasized locating the key word “good”
in either the summary statement or the
appendices of the MSPE.
We randomly selected 26% (32 of 122) of
the reviewed MSPEs to assess the
interrater reliability of the data
abstractors. In these cases, the two
trained abstractors extracted data
independently and in duplicate, and they
resolved disagreements by consensus. In
addition, the emergency medicine
program director at the Mayo Clinic
Rochester site (J.E.C.) monitored
abstractor performance by randomly
reviewing a representative sample of 30
MSPEs.
To blind the abstractors to institution, we
assigned each LCME institution an
identifier code. We tracked, using these
codes, the institutions that used the word
“good” in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.
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Study setting and population
We undertook this study through the
emergency medicine residency at the
Mayo Clinic Rochester, the combined
emergency medicine/pediatrics residency
at the University of Arizona, and the
radiology residency at the Mayo Clinic
Rochester using the 2008 ERAS
application cycle. The study comprised
all MSPEs submitted to the above
programs. Our criterion for including
MSPEs in the study was submission from
a graduate of an LCME-accredited
medical school. Our criteria for excluding
MSPEs were (1) a draft date before the
year 2000 and (2) indeterminate or
unclear use of the term “good” (i.e.,
“good” appeared in the letter but was not
defined in either the letter or the
appendices).
Study protocol
Two abstractors reviewed each MSPE’s
summary statement for the presence or
absence of the term “good,” the category
“good,” or a graphic with an equivalent
descriptive category.
Measurements
After the abstractors reviewed MSPEs and
entered data, noting the use of the term
“good,” we calculated the percentage of
institutions using the term “good” as well
as the percentage of institutions not using
“good.” In addition, we tabulated the
number of institutions using the term to
describe students in different quartiles or
other rankings.
Data analysis
The data we obtained in the study are
categorical and are presented as percent
frequency of occurrence. We calculated
the Cohen unweighted kappa to assess
the interrater reliability of data
abstraction. Because the data were not
normally distributed, we used the
Wilcoxon/Kruskal–Wallis test to test our
hypothesis that institutions use the term
“good” to indicate significantly different
percentile rankings. We used JMP
software Version 7.0 (SAS Institute,
Chicago, Illinois) for our data analysis.
Results

We reviewed MSPEs from 122 of the 125
LCME-accredited schools graduating
students in 2008. Independent data
abstractors agreed on 30 of 32 cases
(94%). The interobserver agreement for

data abstraction was near-perfect
(kappa ⫽ 0.85, 95% confidence interval
[CI] 0.66 –1.00). Overall, 34 institutions
(28%) used the term “good” to classify
students. Two additional institutions
(2%) used the word “good” to describe a
group of students, but did not clearly
define the term.
Of the 34 institutions using “good” to
describe students, all used the term to
describe students in the bottom half of
the graduating class. Specifically, 25 of
the institutions (74%) used the term to
classify students in the bottom quartile
(0%–25%). Four institutions (12%)
applied the term to students graduating
in the bottom third of the class
(0%–33%). Another four institutions
(12%) used the term for students ranked
between the 20th and 40th percentiles,
and the remaining institution (3%)
applied “good” to students graduating in
the bottom 50% (0%–50%).
When comparing those schools (no. ⫽
25) using “good” to describe the bottom
25% of the graduating class versus those
applying the term to students ranked
between the 25th and 50th percentiles
(no. ⫽ 9), we observed a significant
difference in the usage of the term
“good”: median percentile ranking was
12.5% rather than 30% (P ⬍ .0001).
Discussion

According to Merriam-Webster, “good”
is an adjective used to describe someone
who is “competent and skillful.”4 As an
MSPE summary descriptor, however,
“good” is code for a below-average
medical student. Over 70% of schools do
not use the summary term “good.”
Among those that do, however, the
percentile rank associated with the term
is variable. Some schools use this term to
describe students in the bottom quartile;
others use it for the bottom half.
Residency directors have the challenging
task of selecting their future residents,
and the MSPE should present a means for
accomplishing this task. AAMC
guidelines state that the MSPE is
intended to be a tool of evaluation—not
a letter of recommendation.2 Program
directors should be able to use the MSPE
to differentiate between candidates;
however, given the variability of the
MSPE from institution to institution,
using it to consistently compare the
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performance of candidates from different
schools is difficult.
The potential utility of the MSPE has
been illustrated in previous studies. Lurie
and colleagues5 surveyed program
directors and found that students in the
top two MSPE ranking groups (first and
second quartiles) at a single
undergraduate medical institution had
significantly higher performance rankings
after one year of residency than their
lower-ranked counterparts. The authors
concluded that the MSPE is a significant
predictor of performance in internship.5
Other studies, though, have failed to
demonstrate a relationship between
MSPE ranking and resident
performance.6 Perhaps the variable ways
in which schools use MSPE descriptors
not only contribute to these conflicting
findings but also result in program
directors’ relative lack of reliance on the
MSPE in general—and/or the MSPE
summary statement in particular—as
compared with other pieces of the
residency application.7,8
Our observation of variability in
performance for students assigned the
summary statement “good” is in accord
with the findings of a previous
investigation by Naidich and colleagues.3
These investigators noted that the range
of students described by the term
“excellent” was anywhere between the
3rd and the 97th percentiles of the
graduating class. The variability in
the generally positive descriptive terms
“excellent” and “good” applied to
students makes it very difficult—if not
impossible—for program directors to
differentiate between applicants based on
MSPE summary assessments. One way to
improve the utility of the MSPE would be
to standardize across all LCMEaccredited institutions the qualifications
of groups of students described by a
particular term. Standardization would
require cooperation and, in some cases,
curricular revision (as some schools
clearly state that their curriculum is not
designed to allow for peer comparison),
but it has the potential to increase the
precision and accuracy of the summary
assessment within and across medical
schools. Standardization would also allow
program directors to differentiate and
compare students from different medical
schools.
The call for improvement in the MSPE is
not new.9 –11 Researchers and reformers

have previously examined the many
factors that influence the content of a
student’s MSPE. First, individual medical
schools are naturally motivated to
present their students in a positive light.
At times, schools suppress negative
information to enhance a student’s
candidacy.12 Second, the negative
portrayal of a student by his or her
institution could potentially have a
negative impact on the student’s ability to
match into a residency program and, in
turn, could reflect poorly on the medical
school itself. Third, the LCME rules state
that a student has the right to review his
or her MSPE before it is submitted to
ERAS for review by prospective
programs, and the knowledge that
students will read the MSPE may alter its
objectiveness.13 Fourth, some MSPE
authors may even “fear legal retribution”
from a student whose performance has
been described negatively.12 MSPEs and
their connection to the process of
applying to residency are complex, which
may in part explain why MSPE reform
has lagged.
Limitations
This study was primarily limited by its
retrospective design. As with all studies
that use data collected for another
purpose (e.g., health record reviews,
administrative database studies), we were
unable either to standardize the data
collected or to ensure completeness for
research purposes. Incomplete and
unstandardized data resulted in the
absence of the term “good” in two-thirds
of the MSPEs we examined, limiting
generalizability of our findings to those
institutions that routinely use the
summative term “good” to describe
medical student performance. We do,
nonetheless, think our findings will be
useful to residency directors and others
who are involved in interviewing
applicants for residency training, as they
will invariably encounter the term “good”
on the MSPEs they read.
Strengths
Our study had some strengths as well. We
employed an established methodology to
limit the intrusion of bias into the data
abstraction process.14 –17 We provided, a
priori, a clear hypothesis and a
description of the database from which
the MSPEs were obtained. We also
developed a standardized data abstraction
form, trained abstractors to reliably
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identify the term “good” in the MSPE,
monitored abstractor performance,
blinded abstractors to institution, and
assessed the interrater reliability of data
abstraction. We believe these
methodological safeguards increase the
reproducibility and generalizability of our
findings.
Conclusions

In our study, the term “good” appeared
on MSPEs to describe students in the
bottom 50% of the class, thereby making
a “good” medical student code for a
below-average one. Furthermore, across
LCME-accredited institutions, the
summary term “good” described a
spectrum of students ranging between the
1st and 50th percentiles of their
graduating classes.
Despite improvements in standardization
of the MSPEs over the last several years,
there is still room for improvement. Until
then, medical schools may continue to do
some students a disservice by failing to
differentiate them from their lower- (or
higher-) performing peers, and program
directors may occasionally be surprised
by the performance of a “good”
applicant.
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